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Abstract A rapidly increasing number of studies are
quantifying the system-level network architecture of the

human brain based on structural-to-structural and func-

tional-to-functional relationships. However, a largely
unexplored area is the nature and existence of ‘‘cross-

modal’’ structural–functional relationships, in which, for

example, the volume (or other morphological property) of
one brain region is related to the functional response to a

given task either in that same brain region, or another brain

region. The present study investigated whether the gray
matter volume of a selected group of structures (superior,

middle, and inferior frontal gyri, thalamus, and hippo-

campus) was correlated with the fMRI response to a
working memory task, within a mask of regions previously

identified as involved with working memory. The subjects

included individuals with schizophrenia, their siblings, and
healthy controls (n = 154 total). Using rigorous permuta-

tion testing to define the null distribution, we found that the

volume of the superior and middle frontal gyri was corre-
lated with working memory activity within clusters in the

intraparietal sulcus (i.e., dorsal parietal cortex) and that the
volume of the hippocampus was correlated with working

memory activity within clusters in the dorsal anterior cin-

gulate cortex and left inferior frontal gyrus. However, we
did not find evidence that the identified structure–function

relationships differed between subject groups. These

results show that long-distance structural–functional rela-
tionships exist within the human brain. The study of such

cross-modal relationships represents an additional

approach for studying systems-level interregional brain
networks.

Keywords Structural MRI ! Functional MRI ! Working
memory ! Hippocampus ! Prefrontal cortex ! Connectivity

Introduction

The human brain is connected on a variety of different

spatial scales, from synaptic signaling within a cortical

column to systems level, interregional communication
across physically distant brain regions. At the systems

level, recent approaches for studying the human ‘‘connec-
tome’’ include the use of diffusion tractography to map

networks of anatomically connected brain regions (Hag-

mann et al. 2008; Gong et al. 2009; Johansen-Berg and
Rushworth 2009) and functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) and magnetoencephalography to study the

manner in which different regions are functionally related,
either in the presence of an explicit task or in an uncon-

strained ‘‘resting’’ state (Bassett et al. 2006; Fox and Rai-

chle 2007; Smith et al. 2009; Biswal et al. 2010). Other
studies have explored structural relationships by mapping

the covariance patterns of volume or cortical thickness

across brain regions (Mechelli et al. 2005; Lerch et al.
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2006; He et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2009). With the exception of

diffusion tractography, which attempts to infer actual
macroscopic structural linkage, these studies define con-

nectivity based on statistical dependence (correlation or

coherence) across brain regions of the measured variable.
Most studies to date that have defined connectivity

based on statistical correlation have focused on under-

standing the relationships across brain regions of a single
type of structural or functional characteristic of the brain,

thus yielding connectivity maps based on structural-to-
structural, or functional-to-functional correlations. This

‘‘unimodal’’ approach is a natural and logical starting point

to begin mapping the patterns of systems-level interre-
gional brain relationships. However, it is also possible to

define ‘‘cross-modal’’ brain relationships between disparate

measures. For example, one can investigate the correlation
of fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, or structural

volume/area/thickness with functional (fMRI) responses.

Most such studies to date have been limited to investigating
whether structural variables are related to functional task

activity within the same localized region of brain

(Siegle et al. 2003; Andrews et al. 2006; Oakes et al. 2007;
DaSilva et al. 2008; Siok et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010).

However, only a few studies have looked for possi-

ble ‘‘long-distance’’ structural–functional relationships
between different brain regions (Calhoun et al. 2006;

Schlosser et al. 2007; Correa et al. 2008; Michael et al.

2010, 2011). We suggest that such cross-modal structural–
functional studies could potentially yield new insights into

whether brain structure in one region influences function at

other cortical or subcortical locations.
A question for both unimodal and cross-modal investi-

gations of connectivity is whether the pattern or strength of

connectivity is altered in various disease conditions (Zhang
and Raichle 2010). In the case of schizophrenia, studies

have shown altered structural-to-structural (Mitelman et al.

2005; Bassett et al. 2008) and functional-to-functional
(Whitfield-Gabrieli et al. 2009; Repovs et al. 2011; Skud-

larski et al. 2010) relationships in individuals with

schizophrenia. There is also mixed evidence for differential
relationships between structure and neurocognitive func-

tion in individuals with schizophrenia compared with

controls (for review see Antonova et al. 2004). In the
present study, we used a mapping approach to identify

locations in the brain where the voxel-level functional

response to a working memory task (assessed with blood
oxygen level dependent fMRI) was correlated with the

regional volume of a selected group of structures, in a

cohort of subjects that included healthy controls, individ-
uals with schizophrenia, and their siblings. Our goals were

twofold: (1) to identify possible regions that exhibit a

structure–function correlation independent of subject
group, using the broadest cohort of subjects possible and

(2) to investigate whether there was any evidence for dif-

ferential structure–function relationships between subject
groups. Accordingly, we used two different models to

identify relevant regions and investigate the possibility of

group differences. In one approach (‘‘main effect’’ model),
we first identified clusters where working memory brain

activity was correlated with the selected structural volumes

across the entire group of subjects. Following the identifi-
cation of such regions, we then checked whether the

structural–functional correlation at that location differed
across subject groups. In the second approach (‘‘separate

slopes’’ model), we attempted to directly map locations

where the structure–function relationship differed between
individuals with schizophrenia and healthy controls.

One challenge in any connectivity study is defining the

size and number of regions across which the interregional
correlations are to be computed. In order to avoid an

excessive number of comparisons, we chose a focused

approach involving a select number of structural regions.
Also, we limited the choice of structural regions in this

particular study to those regions for which volumes in this

cohort of subjects were already available from other pre-
vious analyses. The search for correlations of those struc-

tural volumes with working memory activity was itself

constrained to a predefined mask of voxels that was based
on meta-analyses of PET and fMRI studies of working

memory activity. Overall, both the structural regions and

functional mask had a strong connection to regions of the
brain involved with working memory. The specific struc-

tural volumes involved were the cortical gray matter vol-

ume of the superior, middle, and inferior frontal gryi (SFG,
MFG, and IFG, respectively), and the volume of the thal-

amus and hippocampus. Volumes of the MFG and IFG

were included because dorso- and ventro-lateral prefrontal
cortex is a critical component of the working memory

system. The thalamus is also an important component of

the working memory system (Miller and Cohen 2001). The
volume of SFG was included because the supplementary

motor area and dorsal anterior cingulate are frequently

implicated in working memory as well, and SFG was the
available structural measure that encompassed these two

subregions of superior frontal cortex. Unfortunately,

regional structure volumes were not available for superior
parietal cortex, which is another important brain region in

the working memory system. While the hippocampus is not

traditionally considered involved with working memory,
numerous recent studies indicate that the hippocampus may

indeed be involved with aspects of short-term memory

(Ranganath and D’Esposito 2001; Axmacher et al. 2007).
Further, a prominent model of schizophrenia involves

disturbed hippocampal–prefrontal functional connectivity

(Meyer-Lindenberg et al. 2005; Ragland et al. 2007).
Thus, we speculated that hippocampal–prefrontal
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structural–functional connectivity might be a relationship

that was more likely to differ between subject groups. This
was an additional reason for including the hippocampus as

one of the structural volumes that was examined.

Methods

Subjects

The subjects included in this study were drawn from a

population of subjects who volunteered for studies of brain

structure and function at the Conte Center for the Neuro-
science of Mental Disorders at Washington University

School of Medicine in St. Louis. Subjects consisted of 32

individuals with DSM-IV schizophrenia (28 male), 29 non-
psychotic siblings of individuals with schizophrenia (14

male), and 93 healthy participants (39 male) comprised of

controls and their siblings. Average age across all subjects
was 21.3 years (SD = 3.4 years; range 14.1–30.7 years),

and average duration of illness for the individuals with

schizophrenia was 4.2 years (SD = 4.4 years). Siblings
were full siblings, based on self-report. This cohort of

subjects represents all subjects for whom we had usable

structural and functional data acquired on the same 1.5-T
magnet. Compared with our recent report examining

structural integrity in prefrontal cortex (Harms et al. 2010),

the subjects for the present study were not restricted to
complete sibling pairs, and thus included some individuals

who had usable data themselves but whose siblings lacked

usable data (34 subjects lacked a sibling in the present
study). Further details of subject recruitment, assessment,

antipsychotic medication, and lifetime co-morbidities in a

substantially similar cohort are available elsewhere (Harms
et al. 2007; Mamah et al. 2008). Further details regarding

these factors are not critical here because we did not find

evidence for differential structure–function relationships
across groups (see ‘‘Results’’). All subjects gave written

informed consent for participation following a complete

description of the risks and benefits of the study.

Structural MR collection and preparation

Magnetic resonance (MR) scans of the whole brain were

collected using a Siemens Magnetom Vision 1.5-Tesla

imaging system using a standard head coil. We collected
(1) multiple (2–4) high-resolution, 3D T1-weighted

MPRAGE volumes (voxel size: 1 9 1 9 1.25 mm3, TR:

1,765 ms, TI: 640 ms, TE: 4.0 ms, flip angle: 10o, scan
time: 6.5 min per acquisition) that were subsequently

aligned and averaged prior to further analysis and (2) a

single high-resolution 3D T1-weighted FLASH sequence
(voxel size: 1 9 1 9 1 mm3, TR: 20 ms, TE: 5.4 ms, flip

angle: 30o, scanning time: 13.5 min). The gray-matter

volumes of three sulcal-defined regions of the prefrontal
cortex were calculated from the average MPRAGE volume

of each subject as detailed in Harms et al. (2010). Briefly,

the sulcal boundaries of the superior, middle, and inferior
frontal gyri (SFG, MFG, IFG) were manually delineated on

a model of the white matter surface, and the gray matter

volume of each prefrontal subregion was calculated from
labeled cortical distance maps (Miller et al. 2003). Sim-

plistically, the borders of the SFG were the cingulate sulcus
medially and the superior frontal sulcus laterally; the bor-

ders of the MFG were the superior and inferior frontal

sulci; and the IFG was the gray matter inferior to the
inferior frontal sulcus that was part of pars opercularis and

pars triangularis. The posterior border of these regions was

the precentral sulcus and the anterior border was defined
using a frontal pole plane that passed through the anterior

termination of the olfactory sulcus. The boundaries of the

SFG, MFG, and IFG could be consistently and reliably
identified, as indicated by average surface overlap

exceeding 94% for both inter- and intrarater comparisons

(Harms et al. 2010). The volume of the thalamus and
hippocampus was obtained from the FLASH scan of each

subject by propagating a template surface (carefully out-

lined in a template scan) to each subject’s scan using large
deformation high-dimensional brain mapping (Haller et al.

1997; Csernansky et al. 2004). Volumes from the left and

right hemispheres of each structure were summed.

Functional MR collection and preparation

Functional images were collected on the same 1.5 T

scanner while subjects performed a working memory

(WM) task, namely the 2-back version of the N-back task.
In this task, subjects pressed a target button each time a

visual stimulus was identical to the stimulus presented two

trials previously and a nontarget button otherwise. One run
of this working memory task used words as stimuli, and a

second run used non-famous faces as stimuli (Brahmbhatt

et al. 2006). Each run consisted of four task blocks (40 s
each, 16 trials per block) interleaved with three fixation

blocks (25 s each). Nineteen slices parallel to the anterior–

posterior commissure plane were acquired using an
asymmetric spin-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence

sensitive to blood oxygenation level-dependent contrast

(TR = 2,500 ms, TE = 50 ms, flip = 90o, thickness =
7 mm, 3.75 9 3.75 mm in-plane resolution). FMRI pre-

processing included resampling the functional data to

3 mm cubic voxels in atlas space using an age-appropriate
anatomical template constructed at Washington University

(‘‘711-2Y’’, which is similar but not identical to Talairach

atlas space) (Buckner et al. 2004; Van Essen and Dierker
2007). Note that all reported coordinates in this manuscript
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were converted to MNI152 space using an appropriate

affine transformation. The resampling of the functional
data to atlas space was accomplished using a single com-

posite transformation matrix that included motion correc-

tion and atlas registration (which itself involved a sequence
of affine transforms: first frame EPI to T2-weighted turbo

spin echo to MPRAGE to age-appropriate atlas represen-

tative target). Data were then spatially smoothed with a
6-mm full-width-half-maximum Gaussian kernel. For each

subject, we estimated the magnitude of task-related acti-
vation in each voxel (relative to fixation) with a general

linear model (GLM) using a box-car function convolved

with a canonical hemodynamic response, with separate
estimates (i.e., beta-weights) for the word and face working

memory tasks. The GLM also included terms for signal

drift within runs and mean signal shifts across runs. These
separate beta estimates for word and face stimuli were then

averaged to yield a single estimate of working memory

activity, because we were interested in general working
memory processes, independent of stimulus type.1

Additionally, encoding and recognition tasks were per-

formed during the same scanning session (Bonner-Jackson
et al. 2005), which were used to assess the specificity of the

results to the working memory task. The encoding task

consisted of two scanning runs, one involving deep
encoding of words (abstract/concrete judgment) and the

other deep encoding of faces (gender identification). The

recognition task also consisted of two scanning runs during
which subjects indicated whether they had seen the current

stimulus during the previous encoding phase of the

experiment. These data were processed in a manner anal-
ogous to the working memory task runs, including aver-

aging of the activity estimates (beta-weights) for the word

and face runs.

Structural–functional correlations

Two different statistical models were used in conjunction

with permutation-based non-parametric inference: (1) a

‘‘main effect’’ model that identified regions that exhibited a
correlation between structural volume and WM activity

across the entire group of subjects while controlling for

group status so as to avoid the possibility that the corre-

lation was actually driven by differences in the mean val-
ues across groups and (2) a ‘‘separate slopes’’ model in

which we looked for locations where the structure–function

relationship differed between individuals with schizophre-
nia and healthy controls. This is analogous to the common

statistical approach of assessing a dataset for a ‘‘main’’

effect of a variable that applies across groups while also
checking for a differential (‘‘interaction’’) effect between

groups. Including all subjects in our main effects analysis
allowed us to maintain a parsimonious model with that

used for the separate slopes analysis. Additionally, using a

homogeneity of variance test, we established that there
were no significant variance differences between individ-

uals with schizophrenia and controls for the volumes of the

structural regions and the working memory functional
activity within the five clusters identified by the main

effects analysis (Table 1) (all P[ 0.06 according to

Levene’s test).2

In the case of assessing a simple regression, the null

hypothesis of exchangeability (i.e., no relationship)

between independent and dependent variables is straight-
forwardly assessed by computing the distribution of the

regression coefficient in the presence of many permutations

(i.e., ‘‘shufflings’’) of the two variables. However, the
present study employed more complicated general linear

models that also controlled for the potential ‘‘nuisance’’

variables of group status and gender. Specifically, in the
‘‘main effect’’ model for each structural–functional corre-

lation analysis, we constructed a design matrix that coded

group membership, gender, and structural volume (cen-
tered at zero) as five explanatory variables (EVs; a

‘‘dummy variable’’ EV for each separate group comprised

of 1’s for members of that group and 0’s otherwise,
yielding three EVs that modeled an offset for each group,

thereby controlling for group status; a fourth EV to account

for a main effect of gender; and a fifth EV to model a main
effect of structural volume). In the ‘‘separate slopes’’

models, the EV for structural volume was split into three

separate EVs coding group-specific structural volumes
(yielding EVs containing structural volumes for members

of that group, and 0’s for members of the other two

groups). This allowed estimation of a separate slope
relating structural volume to WM activity for each of the

1 Maps of positive activation computed separately for the word
versus fixation and face versus fixation versions of the 2-back task
(assessed using permutation testing with all 154 subjects, without
regard to group status) were substantially overlapping, with a union
overlap (Jaccard coefficient) of 0.72 and a mean overlap (Dice
coefficient) of 0.84. This high degree of overlap of regions activated
by word- and face-specific working memory stimuli is consistent with
meta-analyses of working memory, which find broadly similar
activation patterns for different content material (e.g., verbal vs.
nonverbal), albeit with support for some limited content-specific
dissociations in activation (Wager and Smith 2003; Owen et al. 2005).

2 Notwithstanding these justifications for including all subjects in the
main effects analysis, we conducted a supplementary analysis
involving only the 93 healthy participants. In this analysis, the
structure–function correlation between hippocampal volume and WM
activity remained significant for the clusters in the left IFG and dorsal
ACC (yielding clusters analogous to 4 and 5 in Fig. 1; P\ 0.003 for
the extent of both clusters based on permutation testing). However, no
clusters analogous to clusters 1–3 of Fig. 1 survived when using just
the 93 healthy participants.
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three groups. In all models WM activity was the response
variable. Contrasts of interest were the positive and nega-

tive relationship of the structural volume regressor to WM

activity for the ‘‘main effect’’ models, and the difference
(both directions) between the slope (beta) estimates of the

schizophrenia and control groups in the ‘‘separate slopes’’

models. We chose to focus on the contrast between the
schizophrenia and control groups in the ‘‘separate slopes’’

analyses since we hypothesized that those were the two

groups most likely to exhibit slope differences, with the
intent that we would then compare those two groups with

the siblings of individuals with schizophrenia within any

regions that exhibited a significant schizophrenia versus
controls slope difference.

Permutation testing (Nichols and Holmes 2002) for both

the ‘‘main effect’’ and ‘‘separate slopes’’ models was per-
formed using the ‘randomise’ tool (version 2.5) of FSL

version 4.1.4, which uses the method of Freedman and

Lane (1983) (see also Anderson and Robinson 2001) to
create approximate realizations of the data under the null

hypothesis specified by the contrast (see http://www.fmrib.

ox.ac.uk/fsl/randomise for further details). This process is
repeated to build a distribution of test statistics equivalent

under the null hypothesis of exchangeability (i.e., in this

case, the null hypothesis of no relationship between
structural volume and WM activity). Correction for mul-

tiple comparisons across voxels was accomplished using a

cluster-based extent (i.e., size) threshold. For each per-
mutation, clusters were formed from voxels satisfying a

t-statistic threshold equivalent to a per-voxel alpha of

P\ 0.001. Based on 10,000 permutations for each contrast
analyzed, clusters in the non-permuted original data whose

extent satisfied P\ 0.05 (corrected) according to the per-

mutation distribution were identified. Nearly identical
P values for permutation-based cluster significance were

obtained using a cluster mass statistic (Bullmore et al.
1999).

In assessing the cluster extent distribution of both the

‘‘main effect’’ and ‘‘separate slopes’’ models, our analyses
limited the search region to an a priori set of regions,

independently identified in previous studies as regions

involved in working memory task performance. This was
done to focus our search for structure–function correlations

to the functional regions most consistently implicated in

working memory task performance across multiple studies.
This working memory mask was created by placing 20 mm

diameter spheres around the coordinates from a meta-

analysis of N-back neuroimaging results (verbal stimuli
portion of Table 2 of Owen et al. 2005), as well as the

coordinates from a meta-analysis of working memory tasks

more generally (Table 4 of Wager and Smith 2003). While
other studies implicate the hippocampus in some aspects of

short-term memory (see ‘‘Discussion’’), we note that this

particular WM mask did not itself include the hippocam-
pus. The resulting working memory mask based on the

coordinates from these meta-analyses (yellow regions in

Fig. 1) was well contained within the regions that dis-
played a significant functional response to the 2-back task

in this particular group of subjects (white borders in surface

representation in Fig. 1). As a supplemental analysis, we
also repeated the ‘‘main effect’’ analysis using a whole

brain mask, the results of which can be found in the Online

Resource associated with this article.
For each identified cluster from the ‘‘main effect’’

analyses, the working memory, encoding, or recognition

task activity within that cluster was averaged for each
subject, and those values were used as the dependent var-

iable in further statistical analyses to probe the specificity

of the structure–function relationships regarding subject
group, whole brain volume, task specificity, and

Table 1 Locations with a significant correlation between working memory task-related BOLD activity at that location and volume of the
indicated structure (‘‘main effect’’ model, controlling for group and gender)

Structural volume used as
independent variable

Location (mm) of significant correlation between
structural volume and WM BOLD activitya

Volume of
cluster (mm3)

P value of
cluster extentb

t statistic at peak
within clusterc

1 SFG -40, -41, 40 (IPS, L) 486 0.038 -4.26

2 SFG 35, -46, 40 (IPS, R) 432 0.047 -3.93

3 MFG -38, -50, 43 (IPS, L) 864 0.013 -4.48

4 Hippocampus -56, 12, 1 (IFG, L) 945 0.009 4.19

5 Hippocampus 1, 16, 43 (dACC) 2403 0.001 5.33

df = 145 for SFG and MFG as the structural variable, and 143 for hippocampus

IPS intraparietal sulcus, IFG inferior frontal gyrus, dACC dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, L left, R right
a Coordinates are the center of the cluster after conversion to MNI152 space
b P values for cluster extent were computed using permutation testing and one-tailed tests. The search volume for clusters was restricted to a set
of regions independently identified in previous studies as regions involved in working memory task performance (Fig. 1)
c Sign indicates the direction of the relationship (i.e., negative values indicate an inverse correlation)
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hemisphere (see ‘‘Results’’). All these models used a mixed

model that estimated the covariance in the residuals due to
the familial relationships (using PROC MIXED of SAS

9.2). Degrees of freedom in the mixed model were

estimated using the method of Kenward and Roger (1997)

(i.e., DDFM = KR option in SAS). For presentation of
effect sizes, t-statistics from the mixed model were con-

verted to a partial correlation (controlling for the other

right

left

L R

z = -35

z = 54

1

2
3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5

Fig. 1 Regions where the volume of the SFG (blue, clusters
numbered 1 and 2), MFG (cyan, cluster number 3), and hippocampus
(red, clusters numbered 4 and 5) were correlated with working
memory (2-back) task activity at that location across the entire group
of subjects (‘‘main effect’’ model). The ordering of cluster numbers in
the figure corresponds to successive rows in Table 1. The analyses
were restricted to a working memory mask (based on published meta-
analyses), which is shown in yellow. Analyses were conducted in
volume space (middle portion of figure showing axial slices spaced by
the equivalent of 6.3 mm in MNI152 space). However, for visual-
ization purposes, the intersections of the regions and mask with an
average surface (PALS 12 subject average) (Van Essen 2005) in the
same stereotaxic space are also shown on the inflated PALS cortical
surfaces using Caret (top and bottom). Because of the nature of this
volume to surface mapping, portions of cluster number 5 appear

disjointed on the medial surface of both the left and right
hemispheres, and the extent of cluster number 5 on those surfaces
does not accurately reflect the size of that cluster in the volume
(greater than 2.5 times larger in volume than clusters 3 and 4, which
were the next two largest clusters). Also shown on the surfaces is an
outline (white) of the regions (across the whole brain) where there
was a statistically significant positive response to the 2-back task
versus fixation (assessed using permutation testing with all 154
subjects, without regard to group status). The medial wall of
the surfaces includes a representation of the thalamic portion of the
analysis mask and activation to the 2-back task. However, the
cerebellar portions of the analysis mask are only visible in the volume
space and the cerebellar activation to the 2-back task (which was
extensive) is not visualized
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effects in the model) according to the equation r = sqrt[t2/
(t2 ? df)]. For this conversion, we assumed the degrees of
freedom (df) that would apply given independent residuals

[i.e., 145 for results involving the structural volume of the

SFG, MFG, or IFG (reflecting 150 subjects with usable MR
scans for those structures), and 143 for results involving

thalamic and hippocampal volume (reflecting 148 subjects

with usable MR scans for those structures)]. Thus, the
effect sizes are slightly biased in a conservative direction,

since the actual Kenward–Roger estimated degrees of
freedom ranged from 120 to 145. Hypothesis testing used

Type III tests (invariant to the ordering of effects in the

model).

Results

Five clusters were identified within the working memory

mask in our ‘‘main effect’’ analyses where there was a
significant correlation between working memory task-

related BOLD activity and the volume of the SFG, MFG,

or hippocampus across the entire group of subjects
(Table 1; Fig. 1). There was a correlation between volume

of the SFG and WM activity within bilateral regions of the

intraparietal sulcus (IPS, i.e., dorsal parietal cortex), and a
correlation between volume of the MFG and WM activity

within a similarly situated region of left IPS. These three

clusters all exhibited negative correlations, such that
increasing volume of the indicated structure was associated

with decreasing WM task activity. Two clusters exhibited

positive correlation between the volume of the hippocam-

pus and WM activity—one in the left IFG and the other in
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC). No regions within

the working memory mask exhibited a significant correla-

tion between WM activity and volume of the thalamus or
IFG. Also, no regions within the working memory mask

exhibited a significantly different relationship of structural

volume and WM activity between individuals with
schizophrenia and controls in our ‘‘separate slopes’’ mod-

els, for any of the five structural volumes.
We then extracted the average response to the WM task

for each subject within each cluster identified in the ‘‘main

effect’’ analyses, and used that as the dependent variable in
further statistical analyses designed to address key ques-

tions regarding the identified structure–function correla-

tion. We first examined whether there was any evidence for
heterogeneous structure–function relationships across sub-

ject groups within those particular clusters, using a mixed

model that included gender, group, relevant structural
volume, and group-by-volume as fixed effects. Neither the

group-by-volume interaction term (F-test involving all

three groups) nor the specific contrast of the structure–
function slope estimates of individuals with schizophrenia

versus controls was significant for any of the five clusters

identified in the ‘‘main effect’’ analyses (P[ 0.14, and
P[ 0.07, respectively). This indicates that the structure–

function relationships in Table 1 were common to all three

subject groups. Together with the null finding from our
‘‘separate slopes’’ permutation analysis (in which we

explicitly searched the working memory mask for regions

Table 2 Partial correlations between volume of indicated structure and average working memory, encoding, or recognition task BOLD activity
at the indicated location

Structural
volume

Cluster
location (mm)
of correlated
WM activity

Correlation
between volume
and average WM
activity within
clustera,c

Correlation
additionally
controlling
for brain
volumeb

Correlation
between volume
and average
ENCOD activity
within clustera

Correlation
between volume
and average
RECOG activity
within clustera

Correlation
between
volume and
WM-ENCOD
activity
differencea

Correlation
between
volume and
WM-RECOG
activity
differencea

SFG -40, -41, 40 -0.33 -0.33*** -0.23** -0.29*** -0.17* -0.10

SFG 35, -46, 40 -0.30 -0.25** -0.20* -0.25** -0.22** -0.10

MFG -38, -50, 43 -0.34 -0.26** -0.19* -0.29*** -0.24** -0.10

Hippocampus -56, 12, 1 0.35 0.34*** 0.19* 0.20* 0.23** 0.21**

Hippocampus 1, 16, 43 0.38 0.44*** 0.17* 0.33*** 0.26** 0.11

All partial correlations computed using a t-to-r conversion of t-statistics from mixed model (see ‘‘Methods’’)

* P B 0.05; ** P B 0.01; *** P B 0.001 (two-sided)
a Controlling for group and gender
b Controlling for group, gender, and whole brain volume
c No P values are indicated for the correlations in this column because the clusters themselves were identified by modeling the same effects (the
permutation-based P values for the associated cluster extents are provided in Table 1)
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where the structure–function relationships differed between

individuals with schizophrenia and controls), these results
indicate that there was no statistical evidence for differ-

ential slopes across groups.

Next, we investigated whether the correlation between
structural volume and WM activity in each cluster

remained when total cerebral brain volume [defined as in

Calabrese et al. (2008)] was included as a covariate, using a
mixed model with group, gender, brain volume, and rele-

vant structural volume as fixed effects. The relationship
between structural volume and WM activity remained

highly significant in each of the five identified clusters

(P\ 0.003). Table 2 shows that the partial correlations
between structural volume and WM activity were either

unchanged or slightly decreased by the inclusion of whole

brain volume for the locations correlated with SFG and
MFG volume, and either unchanged or slightly increased

for the locations correlated with hippocampal volume (i.e.,

compare effect sizes in fourth vs. third columns). Alto-
gether, controlling for brain volume had relatively little

impact on the identified structure–function relationships,

suggesting some regional specificity to these relationships.
Third, we examined whether the structure–function

correlation exhibited specificity to the working memory

task. This was necessary because in the current study the
working memory (2-back) activation was based on a

comparison to fixation, and thus the regions identified were

not necessarily related to working memory specific pro-
cesses, but may be related to more general cognitive pro-

cessing. We therefore used encoding and recognition tasks

collected in the same imaging sessions to investigate
whether the BOLD response to those tasks within the

identified cluster locations was also correlated with the

relevant structural volume. This was assessed using a
mixed model with encoding (ENCOD) or recognition

(RECOG) task activity (averaged within each cluster for

each subject) as the dependent variable, and gender, group,
and relevant structural volume as fixed effects. We also

repeated the analysis using the difference between WM and

either ENCOD or RECOG activity as the dependent
variable. All five of the clusters identified in Table 1

exhibited a significant relationship (P\ 0.05) between

ENCOD or RECOG task activity and the corresponding
structural volume. However, the strength of the relation-

ships differed. For the ENCOD task, the effect size of the

correlation (r value) was smaller compared with that for the
2-back task (Table 2, compare fifth vs. third columns).

As a result, when we used the difference between 2-back

and encoding activity as the dependent variable
(WM-ENCOD), all five identified regions still exhibited a

significant correlation with the relevant structural volume

(Table 2, seventh column). For the RECOG task, the effect
size of the correlation was more similar to that for the

2-back task in four out of the five regions (Table 2, com-

pare sixth vs. third columns). Consequently, the difference
between 2-back and recognition activity (WM-RECOG)

was not significantly correlated with the relevant structural

volume in those four regions (Table 2, eighth column). An
exception to this was that the correlation between hippo-

campal volume and the WM-RECOG signal in the left IFG

was significant, indicating that the differential response to
the WM task (beyond the response to the RECOG task)

was itself correlated with hippocampal volume. Altogether,
these results indicate that the structure–function correla-

tions identified in Table 1 (using activity to a 2-back task

as the initial functional variate) exhibit a mixed degree of
task specificity. Comparing the 2-back and encoding tasks,

there was evidence that the structure–function relationship

was stronger for the 2-back than the encoding task. Com-
paring 2-back and recognition tasks, the primary outcome

was that the identified clusters represent regions supporting

cognitive processes common to both the 2-back and rec-
ognition tasks, with the notable exception of the relation-

ship between hippocampal volume and 2-back activity in

the left IFG, which showed evidence of specificity to the
working memory task relative to the recognition task

as well.

Fourth, since the structural volumes in the preceding
analyses were summed across hemisphere, the question

arises whether similar structural–functional correlations

would be observed using hemisphere-specific structural
volumes. This question of possible hemispheric asymmetry

is most relevant for the two identified clusters that lacked

bilateral symmetry (MFG volume to WM activity in left
IPS, and hippocampal volume to WM activity in left IFG).

Therefore, we examined the strength of the correlation

between WM activity within these two clusters and hemi-
sphere-specific volumes of the relevant structure (using a

mixed model with group, gender and relevant hemisphere-

specific volume as fixed effects). Left and right MFG
volumes were each significantly related to WM activity

within the cluster in the left IPS (P\ 0.001 for each;

r = 0.33 and 0.28 for left and right MFG volume,
respectively). The partial correlation of left and right MFG

volume with each other (controlling for group and gender)

was r = 0.58. Similarly, left and right hippocampal vol-
umes were each significantly related to WM activity with

the cluster in the left IFG (P\ 0.001 for each; r = 0.31

and 0.35 for left and right hippocampal volume, respec-
tively). The partial correlation of left and right hippocam-

pal volume with each other (controlling for group and

gender) was r = 0.80. These results suggest that the rela-
tionships of MFG volume with left IPS activity and hip-

pocampal volume with left IFG activity were not specific to

the volumes of the left or right hemispheres, which is
consistent with the robust correlations between the
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volumes of the left and right hemispheres for those struc-

tural variables.
Last, as an additional analysis motivated by our hippo-

campal findings, we examined whether the hippocampal-

WM correlation appeared stronger in particular structural
regions (‘‘zones’’) of the hippocampus. These results sug-

gested that the hippocampal-WM correlations exhibited

some degree of specificity along the longitudinal axis of the
hippocampus, with WM activity within the left IFG being

most strongly related to average surface displacement in
the anterior (head) portion of hippocampus, while WM

activity within the dACC was approximately equally rela-

ted to surface displacement in both the anterior (head) and
posterior (tail) portions of the hippocampus (see Online

Resource for details and further discussion).

Discussion

In the present study, we looked for evidence of relation-

ships between the volumes of selected structures (SFG,
MFG, IFG, thalamus and hippocampus) and fMRI activa-

tion to a working memory task within a subset of brain

regions previously identified as involved with working
memory based on meta-analyses (Wager and Smith 2003;

Owen et al. 2005). Using rigorous permutation testing to
define the null distribution, we found a relationship of SFG

and MFG volume with WM activity in the IPS (i.e., dorsal

parietal cortex) and between hippocampal volume and WM
activity within clusters in the IFG and dACC.

Long-distance structure–function relationships

Most previous studies that have investigated the correlation
of structural variables with functional (fMRI) activity have

focused on whether these two variables were related within

the same localized region of brain (Siegle et al. 2003;
Andrews et al. 2006; Oakes et al. 2007; DaSilva et al.

2008; Siok et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010). To our knowl-

edge, the studies most similar to ours—in which the pos-
sibility of ‘‘long distance’’ structure–function relationships

were also explored—are those of Michael et al. (2010,
2011), who introduced some methods for quantifying such

relationships, using gray matter concentration (assessed

using voxel-based morphometry) as their structural vari-
able and fMRI activity to an auditory sensorimotor task

(Michael et al. 2010) or Sternberg working memory task

(Michael et al. 2011) as their functional variables. In their
2010 paper they proposed three methods that differed in the

manner in which the structural–functional cross-correlation

matrix was reduced (i.e., collapsed) across voxels, and thus

differed in the degree of spatial information that was

retained. The approach in our study is conceptually inter-
mediate to their ‘‘Method 2’’ and ‘‘Method 3’’ in that we

used regional measures of structure (i.e., volumes of pre-

defined regions) but retained a voxel level of spatial
specificity for the functional activity. In our study, it was

not possible to also compute results with the direction of

this asymmetry reversed because the structural measures
(volumes) were inherently region-based measures. In a

subsequent paper (Michael et al. 2011), these authors
extended their ‘‘Method 2’’ using a hierarchical approach

that first identified structural, then functional, clusters that

maximally captured differential structure–function corre-
lation between individuals with schizophrenia and healthy

controls. Broadly, their studies and ours find evidence for

‘‘long distance’’ structural–functional relationships in
which the volume of one brain region was associated with

functional activation in other brain regions. A similar

approach to our study was also employed by Schlosser
et al. (2007), who found that a region of white matter

change in schizophrenia was related to the BOLD response

to a WM task in regions remote from the white matter
abnormality. Multivariate approaches that utilize the full

set of brain voxels have also been proposed for fusing

structural and functional data, including joint independent
component analysis (Calhoun et al. 2006) and multi-

modal canonical correlation analysis (Correa et al. 2008),

although the interpretation of the resulting sources or
components can be challenging. Altogether, these studies

of long-distance cross-modal relationships represent novel

approaches to exploring and quantifying the networks of
structural–functional relationships that may exist in the

brain and suggest that structural characteristics of one

region may influence functional activity in other regions
that may be part of a common network.

A natural question is what mechanisms may be

responsible for these sort of long-distance structural–
functional couplings. One possibility is that the local gray

matter volume in one region affects the quantity of func-

tional output from that region, which in turn affects the
quantity of synaptic input arriving at a distal cortical

location in response to a task. Such a model implies a

causal relationship from structure to downstream func-
tional response. Alternatively, the causal direction of the

relationship could be reversed, with the amount of func-

tional activity in a region influencing the structural volume
of a downstream region, either through excitotoxic or

neurotrophic influences. Notably, an excitotoxic down-

stream effect would be a mechanism by which increased
functional activity in one region (if consistently elevated)

could lead to decreased structural volume in another

region. In all these hypothesized mechanisms, it is possible
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that the observed structure–function relationship is medi-

ated by intervening regions, i.e., indirect (polysynaptic)
connections rather than direct (monosynaptic) connections.

Overall then, multiple mechanisms and pathways could

lead to a coupling between structural and functional char-
acteristics of the brain. Because these mechanisms are not

static, it seems likely that the strength and directionality of

structure–function correlations will vary as a function of
development, aging, and neurodegenerative disorders.

Prefrontal volume relationship with dorsal parietal

working memory activity

We found that the gray matter volumes of the SFG and

MFG were inversely related to WM activity in clusters

located in the IPS, such that larger SFG and MFG volumes
were coupled to reduced WM activity within the identified

IPS clusters. The SFG and MFG regions used for the

volumetric calculation were defined based on gyral/sulcal
borders and in the case of SFG included cortex on both the

dorsolateral and dorsomedial portions of prefrontal cortex.

Thus, it is difficult to precisely relate our finding to other
reports of functional correlations between IPS and more

spatially localized prefrontal regions. Nonetheless, it is

worth noting that the IPS and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
are components of ‘‘task-positive’’ (Fox et al. 2005) and

frontoparietal (Dosenbach et al. 2007) networks identified

using resting-state functional connectivity, as well as a
similarly constituted frontoparietal network identified in a

meta-analysis of regions coactivated in task-based fMRI

(Toro et al. 2008).
The direction of the relationship between prefrontal

volumes and IPS activity is consistent with our findings of

increased activity to the 2-back task in individuals with
schizophrenia and their siblings relative to controls in a

similar region of left dorsal parietal cortex (Brahmbhatt

et al. 2006), along with decreased MFG volume in indi-
viduals with schizophrenia relative to controls (Harms et al.

2010) in previous studies from our group that involved

substantially overlapping subjects. In a number of other
previous studies, increased functional brain activity in

individuals with schizophrenia and their siblings has been

interpreted as reflecting ‘‘inefficient’’ activity and as evi-
dence of altered function in that region, although this

argument has primarily been applied to prefrontal cortex

activity (Callicott et al. 2000; Van Snellenberg et al. 2006;
Kim et al. 2010). However, if such interpretations are

correct, our finding of an inverse relationship between

MFG volume and 2-back activity in dorsal parietal cortex
would be consistent with the idea that larger prefrontal

volumes may contribute to more effective or efficient (i.e.,

smaller) activation of regions within a dorsal frontoparietal
network of regions associated with cognitive control.

Hippocampal volume relationship with prefrontal

cortex working memory activity

Our finding of a positive relationship between hippocampal

volume and WM activity in two clusters within prefrontal

cortex is intriguing for several reasons. The hippocampus
and adjacent medial temporal lobe (MTL) have not been

traditionally associated with working memory, but rather

with long-term memory (Squire et al. 2004). More recently,
however, the validity of such a strict dissociation has been

questioned. In a review article, Ranganath and Blumenfeld

(2005) concluded that short-term memory performance in
individuals with MTL lesions may be highly dependent on

the particular materials used for testing. FMRI studies in

humans (Ranganath and D’Esposito 2001; Karlsgodt et al.
2005; Nichols et al. 2006; Axmacher et al. 2007; Hannula

and Ranganath 2008) and lesion studies in rats and mon-

keys (Zola-Morgan and Squire 1986; Wan et al. 1994) also
implicate the MTL in working memory tasks. The volume

of the hippocampus has been associated with visual

working memory deficits in preterm infants (Beauchamp
et al. 2008), and volume reductions in the anterior hippo-

campus are associated with both immediate and delayed

verbal recall in nondemented elderly (Hackert et al. 2002).
Thus, a growing body of evidence indicates some degree of

involvement of MTL regions with working memory tasks.

Further, the hippocampus is both anatomically and
functionally connected to specific regions of prefrontal

cortex. Anatomically, tracer studies show that the anterior

hippocampus in monkeys projects directly to ventromedial
and orbital prefrontal cortices (Rosene and Van Hoesen

1977; Barbas and Blatt 1995; Carmichael and Price 1995).

More caudally within the MTL, there are also direct con-
nections of hippocampal transitional cortex (presubiculum

and ‘‘caudomedial lobule’’) and the adjacent retrosplenial

cortex with lateral prefrontal cortex (Goldman-Rakic et al.
1984; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic 1988; Parvizi et al.

2006). Functionally, several studies have found evidence of

functional connectivity between the hippocampus and
dorsolateral, ventrolateral, and ventromedial portions of

prefrontal cortex in the context of various memory tasks

(Sperling et al. 2003; Rissman et al. 2008; Hannula and
Ranganath 2009; van Kesteren et al. 2010). Studies of

resting-state functional connectivity find correlated spon-

taneous fluctuations between the hippocampus and ven-
tromedial, but not lateral, prefrontal cortex (Greicius et al.

2004; Vincent et al. 2006; Kahn et al. 2008). Altogether,

these functional connectivity studies provide clear evi-
dence for hippocampal–prefrontal connectivity, but suggest

that the specific prefrontal regions involved may be task
dependent. Our observation of a relationship between

hippocampal volume and activity in the IFG during a WM

task is consistent with the observation that functional
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connectivity between the hippocampus and lateral pre-

frontal cortex is itself only observed in the presence of a
task.

While anatomical tracer or diffusion tractography stud-

ies provide one possible substrate for interpreting observed
long-distance structure–function relationships, it is impor-

tant to note that relationships might be detected even in the

absence of direct anatomical connections, due to the
influence of other interconnected regions within a network.

Further, even though functional connectivity is capable of
detecting correlations between regions that are only indi-

rectly connected (via polysynaptic connections) (Honey

et al. 2009), it remains the case that the structural–
functional correlations of this study represent a funda-

mentally different type of assessment of network

relationships, and thus may identify relationships between
brain regions that have not been seen in functional con-

nectivity studies. In this context, we note that none of the

aforementioned anatomical and functional studies provide
evidence for a relationship between hippocampus and the

dorsal anterior cingulate (i.e., dACC). However, the dorsal

anterior cingulate is clearly part of a network of brain
regions (including dorsal frontal and parietal cortices)

involved in working memory and other cognitive control

processes (Botvinick et al. 2001; Holroyd and Coles 2002;
Dosenbach et al. 2006). As such, the correlation between

hippocampal volume and dACC activity may reflect an

influence of hippocampal volume on the network as a
whole.

Specificity analyses

We showed a mixed degree of specificity to the WM task

when comparing the correlations obtained initially using
2-back task activity to those for memory encoding and

recognition task activity within the same regions. In all

regions, the correlations were stronger for the WM task as
compared with encoding. However, several of the corre-

lations were as strong for the recognition task as for the

WM task. This result is consistent with prior research
showing that many of the same dorsal-frontal and parietal

regions are involved in both WM and recognition functions

that can both engage cognitive control processes (Buckner
et al. 1999; Braver et al. 2001; Hutchinson et al. 2009;

Uncapher and Wagner, 2009). Interestingly, the relation-

ship between hippocampal volume and WM activity in the
IFG showed evidence of specificity to the WM task relative

to the recognition task, while the relationship between

hippocampal volume and WM activity in the dACC did not
exhibit a similar specificity but rather was common to both

the 2-back and recognition tasks. This is noteworthy given

the evidence in the literature (discussed above) of func-
tional connectivity between the hippocampus and lateral

prefrontal cortex in the context of various memory tasks,

but not in the context of resting-state functional connec-
tivity. Thus, the differential task specificity of the two

clusters that were correlated with hippocampal volume

may be reflective of a similar dichotomy in the functional
connectivity literature.

Methodological issues

A key methodological challenge is in establishing the
number and size of the structural and functional elements

over which structural–functional relationships are com-

puted. Using elements of small spatial size promotes spatial
specificity, but then leads to a daunting multiple compari-

son problem if a whole brain approach is simultaneously

implemented. In our study, to manage this issue, we chose
to use a selected number of structural regions that broadly

encompassed key regions involved with working memory.

We also chose to preserve voxel-level values of the func-
tional data, but limited the search space for correlations to

voxels within an a priori working memory mask so as to

limit the search space in a justifiable manner. We also note
that we did not apply a correction for the multiple struc-

tural regions investigated, although the structure–function

correlation between hippocampal volume and WM activity
in the dACC survives a strict Bonferroni correction for

multiple testing. Last, we did not find evidence in our

‘‘separate slopes’’ permutation analysis for locations with
differential long-distance structure–function relationships

between individuals with schizophrenia and controls, in

contrast to the working memory structure–function study of
Michael et al. (2011). This may in part reflect methodo-

logical differences, since the Michael et al. (2011) study

was specifically tailored to identify the structural and
functional clusters with the largest such group differences.

Alternatively, while our study included a comparable

number of total subjects (n = 154 vs. 200), there were only
32 individuals with schizophrenia. Thus, the absence of

detectable schizophrenia versus control differences in the

present study may in part reflect a sample size issue since
differences in slopes between groups are expected to be

subtle.

Conclusions

We found evidence for systems-level, long-distance

structural–functional relationships involving the volume of

the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex with the fMRI
response to a working memory task. We propose that such

cross-modal investigations of structural–functional rela-

tionships can compliment other approaches for studying
the human connectome and may yield new insights into the
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network properties of the brain, particularly regarding the

long-standing question of the manner in which brain
structure influences function.
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